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Apple \ˈa-pəl\ : the fleshy usually rounded red, yellow, or green edible pome fruit of a usually cultivated tree
(genus
Malus) of the rose family; also : an apple tree .
I picked the apple off of the tree.
Away \ə-ˈwā\ 1: on the way : along <get away early>2: from this or that place <go away>
The bird flew away.
Bark \ˈbärk\ a : to make the characteristic short loud cry of a dog
The bark of the dog was loud.
Basket \ˈbas-kit, a : a receptacle made of interwoven material (as osiers)
She carried her clothes in a basket.
Bean \ˈbēn\ the seed of any of various erect or climbing plants of the legume family other than the broad bean
We planted the bean to see if it would grow.
Began \bi-ˈgin, bē-‘gan\ past tense of the verb begin; to do the first part of an action : go into the first part of a
process : start
I began to do my homework last night.
Blue \ˈblü\ 1: of the color blue , : low in spirits : melancholy
My favorite color is blue.
Boat \ˈbōt\ a : a small vessel for travel on water b : ship
He painted his boat blue.
Bowl \ˈbōl\ : a concave usually nearly hemispherical vessel; specifically : a drinking vessel
We put our cereal in a bowl.
Bring \ˈbriŋ\ 1 a : to convey, lead, carry, or cause to come along with one toward the place from which the
action is
being regarded
Please bring a present to the party.
Brook \ˈbr k\ a small stream
We saw a fish swim in the brook.
Burn \ˈbərn\ 1a : to consume fuel and give off heat, light, and gases
You will burn your hand if you touch the hot stove.
Candy \ˈkan-dē\ a : a confection made with sugar and often flavoring and filling
I love to get candy for Halloween.
Charm \ˈchärm\ a : a trait that fascinates, allures, or delights. b : the chanting or reciting of a magic spell
Her charm made the teacher smile.
Chin \ˈchin\ : the lower portion of the face lying below the lower lip and including the prominence of the lower
jaw
She hit her chin on the ground when she fell.
City \ˈsi-tē\ 1a : an inhabited place of greater size, population, or importance than a town or village
We live in the city of Boise.
Cold \ˈkōld\ a : having or being a temperature that is uncomfortably low for humans
The temperature outside today is cold.
Dark \ˈdärk\ a : devoid or partially devoid of light : not receiving, reflecting, transmitting, or radiating light
The room is dark when the light is off.
Day \ˈdā\ a : the time of light between one night and the next
We go to school during the day.
Dishes \ˈdishes\ a : a more or less concave vessel from which food is served
Will you wash the breakfast dishes, please?
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Door \ˈd r\ : a usually swinging or sliding barrier by which an entry is closed and opened; also : a similar part of
a
piece of furniture
Please close the door when you come in.
Down \ˈda n\ a (1) : toward or in a lower physical position (2) : to a lying or sitting position (3) : toward or to
the
ground, floor, or bottom
We put the blanket down on the ground for our picnic.
Dragon \ˈdra-gən\: a mythical animal usually represented as a monstrous winged and scaly serpent or saurian
with a
crested head and enormous claws
The knight always fights the dragon.
Dress \ˈdres\ a : to put clothes on <dress a child> b : to provide with clothing <feed and dress a growing
family
The mother will help dress the child until they can do it themselves.
Drug \ˈdrəg\ b : a substance used as a medication or in the preparation of medication
The doctor explained the benefits of the drug.
Eight \ˈāt\1: a number that is one more than seven
After seven, I will turn eight.
Eleven \i-ˈle-vən\ 1 : a number that is one more than 10
Eleven is one less than twelve.
Every \ˈev-rē\ a : being each individual or part of a group without exception
We eat breakfast every day.
Fame \ˈfām\ a : public estimation : reputation b : popular acclaim : renown
His fame was known throughout all the land.
Farm \ˈfärm\ : a tract of land devoted to agricultural purposes
We raise cows on our farm.
File \ˈfī(-ə)l\ 1: a tool usually of hardened steel with cutting ridges for forming or smoothing surfaces especially
of
metal
The man used the file to make the edges smooth.
Find \ˈfīnd\ a : to come upon by searching or effort <must find a suitable person for the job>
Will you help me find my cat?
Flag ˈflag : a usually rectangular piece of fabric of distinctive design that is used as a symbol (as of a nation), as a
signaling device, or as a decoration
We pledge allegiance to our flag at school.
Flat \ˈflat\ a : lying at full length or spread out upon the ground :
Coins are usually round and flat.
Floor \ˈfl r\ : the level base of a room
We walk on the floor not the ceiling.
Forget \fər-ˈget a : to lose the remembrance of : be unable to think of or recall
I forget his name
Forgot \fər-ˈgot : to fail to become mindful at the proper time
I forgot what time the party was at.
Fork n \ˈf rk\ : an implement with two or more prongs used especially for taking up (as in eating), pitching, or
digging
We eat dinner with a fork.
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Free \ˈfrē\ a : having the legal and political rights of a citizen b : enjoying civil and political liberty <free
citizens>
America is a free country.
From ˈfrəm, a —used as a function word to indicate a starting point of a physical movement or a starting point
in
measuring or reckoning or in a statement of limits
He came from a city far away.
Funny \ˈfə-nē a : affording light mirth and laughter : amusing
The children thought the clown was funny.
Gate \ˈgāt\ : an opening in a wall or fence
There was a gate in front of the house.
Gift \ˈgift\ something voluntarily transferred by one person to another without compensation
She gave a gift to her friend.
Girl ˈgər(-ə) a : a female child from birth to adulthood
The girl was five years old.
Glide ˈglīd\ to move smoothly, continuously, and effortlessly
The ice skaters glide easily on the ice.
Going ˈgō-iŋ an act or instance of going
We are going to the store to buy groceries.
Golf ˈgälf, a game in which a player using special clubs attempts to sink a ball with as few strokes as possible into
each of the 9 or 18 successive holes on a course
The game of golf is played outside.
Grass ˈgras\ 1: herbage suitable or used for grazing animals
Cows love to eat grass.
Ground ˈgra nd\ the surface of the earth
Trees grow out of the ground.
Grow ˈgrō\ to spring up and develop to maturity
Children grow until they become adults.
Helicopter \ˈhe-lə-ˌkäp-tər an aircraft whose lift is derived from the aerodynamic forces acting on one or more
powered rotors turning about substantially vertical axes
We took a ride in a helicopter.
Helped ˈhelpt : to give assistance or support to <help a child with homework>
The older brother helped his younger brother with his homework.
Her (h)ər f or relating to her or herself especially as possessor,
The backpack belongs to her.
Hike hīk\ a : to go on a hike b : to travel by any means
Do you want to take a hike on Saturday?
Hope \ˈhōp\ : to cherish a desire with anticipation
I hope I get a doll for Christmas.
Ill ˈil\ ailment, sickness (2) : something that disturbs or afflicts
I am feeling ill today and can’t go to school.
Inspect in-ˈspekt\ 1: to view closely in critical appraisal : look over
Will you inspect my paper for any mistakes?
Joke \ˈjōk\ something said or done to provoke laughter;
Let’s play a joke on our teacher.
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Jumps jəmp to spring into the air : leap; especially : to spring free from the ground or other base by the
muscular
action of feet and legs
The jaguar jumps very high.
Just jəst having a basis in or conforming to fact or reason
The peoples’ ca se is very just.
Kangaroo ˌkaŋ-gə-ˈrü\ ny of various herbivorous leaping marsupial mammals (family Macropodidae) of
Australia,
New Guinea, and adjacent islands with a small head, large ears, long powerful hind legs, a long thick tail used as a
support and in balancing, and rather small forelegs not used in locomotion
Have you ever seen a kangaroo before?
Keep ˈkēp\ to be faithful to <keep a promise>
Can you keep a secret?
Kick \ˈkik\ : to strike out with the foot or feet
Don’t kick the ball out of bounds.
Kind kīnd\ a group united by common traits or interests
That is the same kind of flower in my garden.
Kite \ˈkīt\ a light frame covered with paper, cloth, or plastic, often provided with a stabilizing tail, and designed
to be
flown in the air at the end of a long string
I fly my kite when it is windy.
Land ˈland\ 1 a : the solid part of the surface of the earth;
There is a lot of land in Alaska
Last last\ c : to continue to live
How long with the fish last?
Leaf \ˈlēf\ a lateral outgrowth from a plant stem that is typically a flattened expanded variably shaped greenish
organ,
There’s a new leaf on my tree.
Little \ˈli-təl small in size or extent : tiny <has little feet>
The baby has little feet.
Lost ˈl st unable to find the way
The boy lost his way in the forest.
Loud ˈla d marked by intensity or volume of sound
The children were talking too loud.
Many me-nē consisting of or amounting to a large but indefinite number
I have worked here for many years.
Master ˈmas-tər one having authority over another
The servant serves his master.
Milk \ˈmilk a fluid secreted by the mammary glands of females for the nourishment of their young; especially :
cow's
milk used as a food by humans
We drink milk every morning with our breakfast.
Monday ˈmən-(ˌ)dā, the second day of the week
Most people have to work on Monday.
Moon mün\ the earth's natural satellite that shines by the sun's reflected light, revolves about the earth
The moon is very far away.
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New ˈnü, having recently come into existence : recent, modern
I bought new shoes before school started.
Now ˈna \ at the present time or moment
I can’t come o t to play right now.
Nurse \ˈnərs a person who cares for the sick or infirm;
A nurse helps the doctor take care of the patient.
Over ˈō-vər\ across a barrier or intervening space; especially : across the goal line in football
The man kicked the ball over the goal line.
Pass ˈpas\ : to move in a path so as to approach and continue beyond something
I am going to pass the slow car.
Pencil ˈpen(t)-səl\ an implement for writing, drawing, or marking consisting of or containing a slender cylinder
or strip
of a solid marking substance
Always bring a pencil to class.
Pile ˈpī(-ə)l to heap in abundance
There was a pile of dirty clothes in the laundry room.
Plant ˈplant : to put or set in the ground for growth
We plant seeds in the ground to grow a garden.
Potato \pə-ˈtā-(ˌ)tō, the tuber of a potato —called also Irish potato, spud, white potato
Do you want a baked potato?
Press ˈpres the act or the process of printing
The printing press makes books to read.
Puppy pə-pē\ a young domestic dog; specifically : one less than a year old
My friend just got a new puppy.
Put ˈp t : to place in a specified position or relationship : lay <put the book on the table>
Please put the book on the table.
Queen ˈkwēn the wife or widow of a king
The queen is very beautiful.
Rang to sound resonantly or sonorously
The bell rang when school was done.
Read ˈrēd to receive or take in the sense of (as letters or symbols) especially by sight or touch
My teacher makes us read a book every day.
River ˈri-vər : a natural stream of water of usually considerable volume
We caught a fish in the river.
Said ˈsed\ past and past participle of say
I didn’t hear what yo said.
Salt ˈs lt\ : a crystalline compound NaCl that consists of sodium chloride,
Please pass the salt and pepper.
Shade shād\ a : shelter (as by foliage) from the heat and glare of sunlight
I like to sit in the shade on a hot day.
Sing \ˈsiŋ\ to produce musical tones by means of the voice
I love to sing in the shower.
Sister \ˈsis-tər a female who has one or both parents in common with another
I have a big sister and a little sister.
Small ˈsm l\ having comparatively little size or slight dimensions
The puppy was very small when it was born.
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Smile ˈsmī(-ə)l\ to have, produce, or exhibit a smile
I smile when people are nice to me.
Snow ˈsnō precipitation in the form of small white ice crystals formed directly from the water vapor of the air at
a
temperature of less than 32°F
We need lots of snow to make a snowman.
Soon \ˈsün, in a prompt manner : speedily
I will come over as soon as possible.
Start start to begin an activity or undertaking; especially : to begin work
Don’t start the game without me.
Stone ˈstōn\ a concretion of earthy or mineral matter:
The monument was made of stone.
Take \ˈtāk\ to get into one's hands or into one's possession, power, or control
Don’t take my book without asking me.
Tell \ˈtel\ to relate in detail
Tell me the whole story.
That ˈthat the person, thing, or idea indicated, mentioned, or understood from the situation
That man is my father.
Them (th)əm used as object of a verb or preposition
They took them back home after the movie.
There ˈther\ in or at that place <stand over there> —often used interjectionally
Stand over there until I call your name.
Under ˈən-dər\ : in or into a position below or beneath something
The boat sailed under the bridge.
Vote \ˈvōt\ a usually formal expression of opinion or will in response to a proposed decision
We can vote for a class president.
Whale ˈhwāl Any of dozens of species of exclusively aquatic mammals found in oceans, seas, rivers, and
estuaries
worldwide
I have never seen a whale in real life.
Which ˈhwich, being what one or ones out of a group
Which tie should I wear?
Year ˈyir : the period of about 3651/4 solar days required for one revolution of the earth around the sun
It takes a year for the earth to go around the sun.
Yell yel\ to utter a loud cry, scream, or shout
I yell when I get really angry.
Your \yər of or relating to you or yourself or yourselves especially as possessor or possessors <your bodies>,
Your dog is not very nice.

